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1: Bedroom Decorating Ideas | Martha Stewart
The Different Types Of Bedroom Curtains Fabrics Curtains have a huge role to play in either perfecting the look of your
bedroom or spoiling it, there are huge remarkable varieties of fabrics manufactured nowadays for you to choose what
fabric spark your interest the most, countless choices that include natural and manmade types of fabrics.

Panels of tactile, colorful fabric can be installed on padded foam boards, cut pieces of foam, plywood,
mounted in frames or hung from the ceiling. Use fabric panels to give your bedroom a chic, designer look that
can be customized to fit any decorating style. Fabric panels are a good choice for rental properties when paint
or wallpaper is not an option. An old, distressed window frame filled with vintage quilt panels adds character
and charm to a cottage or shabby chic bedroom. Hemp, jute, bamboo or grasscloth fabric panels work well in
an eco-friendly or nature themed room. Shiny, metallic fabric panels in hues of gold, bronze and copper are
striking accents in an ultra-modern bedroom. Silk and satin can provide a feeling of luxury in an upscale,
formal room. Add dramatic flair in a Victorian-style bedroom with plush velvet and feminine lace panels.
Look for complementary patterns and motifs. Eclectic or ethnic-themed rooms can be enhanced with colorful
Moroccan fabrics, Indian saris or ikat fabrics. Gather fabric swatches from stores or websites that sell fabric
and tack them to your walls. Observe the fabric in different lighting and pick the textures, patterns and colors
that look the best with your existing decor. Fabric Panel Boards and Frames Fabric panel boards are simple
and economical and can be put to a range of uses from wall art to message boards to head boards. Fabric
should be 1 to 2 inches larger than the board on all sides, Staples, glue or strong tape secures the fabric to the
back of the board. The method you use to hang the panel on the wall depends on its use and weight. A
lightweight, purely decorative piece can be mounted with double-sided removable wall tape, while a heavy,
padded panel mounted on wood for use as a headboard might require a French cleat with mount attached to
wall studs. Fabric can also be wrapped around a wood frame, similar to canvas art, or it can be placed inside a
frame, such as a vintage window sash or brass art frame. Fabric Inserts Fabric can be applied directly to the
wall for a look similar to wallpaper. Recessed panels and architectural molding provide a built-in frame for
decorative fabric panels. An acrylic-backed fabric works best if using clear, premixed vinyl wallcovering
paste. The starch can be applied to the wall with a paint roller or sponge. After the fabric has been applied and
the starch has dried, excess fabric can be trimmed with a utility knife. The fabric can easily be removed later
by soaking it with water and gently peeling it off the wall. This is a good option for those who rent or may
want to change the look of the room often. Hanging Fabric Panels You can hang fabric panels from the ceiling
to divide the room or cover an open storage area such as a closet. Using sheer panels between separate areas
helps you divide the space while retaining an open, spacious feeling. Hanging panels also provide a feeling of
depth. Fabric can be installed from wall to wall to create a luxurious accent wall behind the bed. Fabric
installed on the ceiling can create a tent-like effect or be used to diffuse light. Ceiling mount curtain rods and
ceiling mounted rails are the type of hardware you need to hang fabric panels. You can also find curtain wire
kits or use hook-and-loop tape to secure fabric to walls or ceilings. Design Ideas Make a grouping of fabric
panel boards using boards of different sizes. Hang the boards both vertically and horizontally and use varying
shapes such as rectangles and squares. Decide on a unifying theme for the fabric such as monochromatic
colors, black-and-white patterns, similar patterns in varying sizes or a design theme such as dragonflies,
Paisleys or stripes. A large fabric panel board placed behind the head of the bed can serve as a headboard. Use
a curtain rod to hang a long piece of fabric on a narrow wall for a dramatic accent. Drape large fabric panels
from the ceiling, over the head of the bed, pulled back and then down the wall behind the bed. Loose swags of
fabric hanging from the ceiling in a wavelike pattern filters the overhead light and softens the room. Radcliff
offers decorating advice on her blog, Home Decorating News, is a regular contributor on interior design at
LoveToKnow.
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2: Upholstered Beds and Bed Frames
In this Houston home, designer J. Randall Powers worked blue into the master bedroom with soft
www.enganchecubano.com bed is upholstered in a Schumacher fabric, also used for the curtains, the console is a
family heirloom, the French chair is circa and the wallpaper is by Farrow & Ball.

We have shipping service to Canada. Customers Please contact us for shipping charges. Canada Customers
please contact us for rates before your purchase. We Offer Curb Side Delivery. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Walnut, California, United States Shipping to: This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn moreopens in a new window or tab Quantity: There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal
to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Handling time Will ship within 10
business days of receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. The seller has specified an
extended handling time for this item. Taxes Sales tax may apply when shipping to: Refer to eBay Return
policy for more details. You are covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not
as described in the listing.
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3: Drapery Fabric by the Yard | www.enganchecubano.com
Find great deals on eBay for bedroom fabric curtains. Shop with confidence.

In fact, French Country decor works perfectly in a bedroom as it elicits the sense of comfort and relaxation.
The style in itself borders on elegance but seldom hits the mark of being pretentious. It is a step up from
Shabby Chic but it does have some of the well loved and weathered traits with hints of pastels mixed in. Hues,
patterns, and textures will be important considerations when choosing French Country bedding. The French
are big on complimentary textures that fit the task of design. The bedding â€” sheets, quilts and shams â€” are
complimentary in color but while the sheets are crisp, light and soft, the quilts are often double-stitched,
highly patterned and heavy. The actual bed that these sets look best on are chipped white painted iron or
ornately carved wooden head and foot boards. The French have thought this through â€” the bed itself needs to
be secure as it will be your refuge for the next eight hours â€” while the bedding needs to embrace you softly
so that you enjoy the most comforting rest. Past The French Country Bedding Bring other elements of the
room into match the bedding and you can easily pull off the look. Airy white curtains or tablecloths â€” nylon
sheers are comparable in density but not in their ability to let the summer breezes blow through the room.
Consider lace on the windows and tables, then be sure to place white pottery vases of colorful bloom heavy
flowers on top of every surface. Personally I moved into the French Country style because it was so fresh. It
was also incredible easy to transform my tired primitive and rustic pieces into this style. My chipped paint
furniture stayed in the room after getting a quick coat of white wash to brighten them up and fresh linens,
pillow coverings and rugs were added. Paint is truly one of the easiest ways to update a room and it is the least
expensive way to change the look of a space. Examplesâ€¦ This room almost made it to my house. It is very
close to the sun-inspired French Country but the furnishings, the bed skirt and the curtains are all wrong.
However the pattern and the weight of the quilt are perfect. If you want to see more from this line, it is
showcased online. The first room you saw at the top of this page is mine. Take note of the patterned quilt, the
natural look flooring, the painted white bed frame and my one painted wall in a French Country bedding
inspired, yellow. This bed was my second choice as it has the chippy white paint texture that I love so much.
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4: How to Use Fabric Panels in the Bedroom | Home Guides | SF Gate
This fabric headboard has a unique shape for an extra bit of feminine style and enough fashion-forward energy to create
a statement in the bedroom. Add that to the touchable creamy white and hazey gray color combination for a perfect mix
of design and comfort.

But first, enjoy other similar Freshome posts, like these bedroom designs guaranteed to rock your world , these
ocean-view bedrooms and last, but not least, some quality Scandinavian inspiration. As you guys are probably
aware, headboards are available in a variety of sizes and fabrics on the market. You can either buy a simple
ready-made one to match your bed, or you can improvise and come up with a headboard that takes the
originality level in your bedroom sky-high! Store them neatly near your bed and crate a veryâ€¦knowledgeable
headboard. Or open up the books and post them on the wall, for easy access to any famous quote. Mirrors,
wallpapers, old wooden panels, an aquarium and even skis- when it comes to designing your perfect
headboard, there are no limitations. Unless your sleep partner is not all that much into extravagant bedroom
features- you guys should probably have a chat first. From traditional to modern, the headboard ideas below
will surprise and inspire you. As usual, please feel free to leave a comment and let us know which design is
your favorite! For extra design appeal, offset your headboard for an assymetric effect like the image below.
Furniture-as-Headboard Ideas Take furniture and home accents and give them new life as a headboard. Some
furniture-as-headboard ideas include: Floating Furniture as a Headboard Collect this idea If you have the
space, float a dresser, cabinet or desk in the room with enough space to open the drawers on one side and with
the back of the furniture piece as your headboard. The best part is that you can sit lamps or other objects on the
dresser to shine over you when reading in bed. Area Rug as a Headboard Collect this idea Add a soft touch of
texture to your bedroom by hanging a rug on the wall as a headboard alternative. Geometrically-patterned
screens or room dividers create the most contemporary impact. Fabric Headboards There are many types of
headboards you can create using fabric. To give your headboard a finished look there are several ways to
create an easy, simple one: Headboard ideas that are contemporary include creating a long headboard panel
that not only frames your bed, but your nightstand, too, like the room in the image above. Narrow Vertical
Panel Fabric Headboard Collect this idea Another non-traditional way to create a cool, modern headboard is
by using the panels unconventionally. Hang the panel vertically instead of horizontally. Group two narrow,
vertical panels with a gap in-between. The headboard design above is not only different, but changes with the
bedding. The homeowners remove the coordinating striped runners and replace them with new ones that go
with the fresh, new bedding. Have the shop cut it for you on squares or rectangles of your choice. For a unique
look, use different sized shapes and varying color fabrics to create a custom mosaic-effect headboard. Corner
Fabric Headboard Collect this idea If your bed is up against a corner, add a low-profile headboard to two walls
creating a corner headboard. For an elegant, finished look like the room above, add a modern, tailored bed
skirt in the same headboard fabric to your bed. Artistic Headboards Create a headboard that is bold and artistic
with the following headboard ideas. If you want to give your room a contemporary look, go with a big scale.
That means building your headboard up to the ceiling or using oversized art. Use a collection of smaller art
store canvases to create an artsy gallery headboard wall. Paint them in a semi or high-gloss, bold color for a
contemporary look, like the bedroom shown below. You could also used recycled cardboard boxes if
pre-stretched canvases are expensive. Paint the sides in a contrasting color to add dimension. A Pillow
Headboard Collect this idea Our final suggestion takes the pillows off your bed and mounts them on the wall.
5: Home Decor Fabric - Designer Fabric by the Yard | www.enganchecubano.com
Country Living enthusiast Laura Childs was a downtown city girl for many years before heading to the hills to live a
sustainable lifestyle, raise her daughter, get back to the land, and learn the time tested traditions of a simpler era.

6: 10 Fabric Headboard Ideas for your Bedroom
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Shiny, metallic fabric panels in hues of gold, bronze and copper are striking accents in an ultra-modern bedroom. Silk
and satin can provide a feeling of luxury in an upscale, formal room.

7: Best 25+ Fabric ceiling ideas on Pinterest | Ceiling treatments, Yoga rooms and Yoga studios
mild detergent soft brush light lint cloth and water bath tub. etc.

8: Decorating Ideas: Toile Fabric | Traditional Home
Freshen up your space with Home Decor Fabrics from www.enganchecubano.com Enjoy Free Shipping on domestic
orders $49+ and Free Returns. Shop a wide variety of upholstery, drapery, outdoor and interior textiles.

9: Queen Size Bedroom 1pc Bed Gray Finish Cream Padded Fabric Bedroom Furniture | eBay
Toile de jouy fabric originated in France in the s. The original patterns usually depicted pastoral scenes; today there are
many pattern choices and colors available. Here are dozens of ways to use toile to enliven a room, including decorating
tips. The French patterned cotton fabric known as.
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